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In the post-Cold War era, from 1993 to
1996, Tansu Çiller led Turkey through volatile
political and economic crises. Moreover, she
had a strong interest in foreign affairs and her
leadership attracted attention from abroad
as she was a female prime minister of a
predominantly Muslim nation. Much like the
general lack of interest in psychological factors
in Turkish foreign policy, there is little research
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foreign affairs. In this paper, Çiller’s leadership
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the most prominent methods of leadership
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first profiles Tansu Çiller as prime minister
and then compares her to other Turkish leaders
in the post-Cold War era. Its findings suggest
that Çiller’s high in-group bias and high
distrust mark her leadership and foreign policy
behaviour. The paper highlights the significance
of personalities in foreign policy making and
calls for systematic accounts of this effect on
Turkey›s foreign policy.
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Introduction
Henry Kissinger once said that “As a
professor, I tended to think of history as
run by impersonal forces. But when you
see it in practice, you see the difference
Kissinger’s
personalities
make.”1
argument is well reflected in the scholarly
study of foreign policy; in this line of
research, the individual constitutes
the heart of international politics.2
For those who follow in the tradition
of Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin, political
leaders’ individual features influence
state behaviour.3 As such, personality
characteristics (such as beliefs, motives,
decision-making style, and interpersonal
style) affect personal orientation to
behaviour, which in turn shapes one’s
general orientation to foreign affairs.4 In
other words then, individuals- or groups
of individuals- are the sources of all state
actions.5
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The study of individuals in the field
of foreign policy analysis has benefited
from and is closely connected with
literature and research in psychology.6
This line of inquiry, and particularly
the study of the individual in world
affairs, has significantly expanded since
Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin. Nonetheless,
existing studies of political leadership
heavily focus on Western democracies
and systematic studies of non-Western
leaders are relatively scarce. Likewise,
there are but a handful of assessments of
the role leaders play in Turkish politics,
and more specifically in the making of
Turkish foreign policy. Leaders in every
political system come to office with their
unique approach to foreign (as well as
domestic) policy; Turkish leaders are by
no means exceptions. This paper looks at
Turkey’s Tansu Çiller for various reasons.
First, it aims to contribute not only to
the study of Turkish foreign policy by
introducing a method for systematically
profiling Turkish leaders but also to the
broader field of political leadership and
foreign policy analysis by expanding
the application of existing methods. In
addition, Çiller is the only woman to
have led Turkey and also one of very few
(along with Pakistan’s Benazir Bhutto
and Bangladesh’s Khaleda Zia) to have
led a predominantly Muslim country.
Therefore,
understanding
Çiller’s
leadership is important.7
Most significantly, Çiller was the
head of the Turkish government at
30

critical junctures of foreign policy issues.
Indeed, Turkey’s self-described “iron
lady”8 led the country in the aftermath
of the Cold War, at a time when it- much
like other countries- was re-defining its
role in a new world. As Grove recently
argued, “[e]specially in a world of great
uncertainty and ambiguity, as opposed
to rigid Cold War environment,
individual leaders make a difference.”9
Çiller’s term as prime minister coincided
with this transition in the international
system. Other foreign policy issues such
as Turkey’s bid for European Union
membership and its relations with Greece
also dominated Çiller’s reign. How did
Çiller’s personality affect Turkey’s foreign
policy during her term in office as prime
minister? Can we systematically assess
Çiller’s leadership traits with respect to
foreign policy matters?

Çiller was the head of the
Turkish government at critical
junctures of foreign policy
issues.
This paper starts with the assumption
that leaders matter in politics, and more
specifically in foreign policy making.
After a brief review of the relevant
techniques for assessing political
leadership, it highlights Turkish prime
ministers’ significance in the making
of the country’s foreign policy. Then,
former Prime Minister Tansu Çiller
is profiled and a discussion about how
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her leadership characteristics influenced
Turkish foreign policy follows. According
to the findings here, compared to other
Turkish prime ministers since the 1990s,
Çiller lacked self-confidence, had a high
distrust of others, and a high in-group
bias. These traits, in turn, became evident
in Çiller’s rather radical proposals (for
instance, at the height of tensions with
Greece to send troops to a contested
islet in the Mediterranean, or to bomb
“likely” terrorist camps in Iran) to deal
with various issues. The paper concludes
with a call for more examination of how
individual actors can influence political
outcomes and the psychological factors
in Turkey’s foreign policy-making
process.

At-A-Distance Assessment of
Political Leaders
The study of political leaders requires
unique methods since leaders are not
available or willing to be interviewed for
psychological analysis. However, one can
infer leaders’ personality traits or beliefs
from their public speeches and/or other
spontaneous utterances.10 “At-a-distance”
techniques are especially designed
to overcome this problem of access.
These methods help profile political
leaders based on their publicly available
verbal records (speeches, interviews,
letters, etc.). These methods require
meticulously designed procedures of
coding and operationalisation of selected

personality measures.11 In essence,
these techniques are adaptations of
conventional psychological personality
measurements.12
“At-a-distance” methods of political
leadership assessment have been
computerised since the introduction
of ProfilerPlus, developed by Michael
Young and his associates at Social Science
Automation. Since its debut in 2001,
this program has been widely used in the
personality assessment of various political
leaders. Programs such as ProfilerPlus
are important not only for significantly
reducing the time spent for analysis
but also for developing systematic and
objective results. Automated content
analysis is also advantageous as it
allows for a wealth of materials to be
examined. Thanks to the Internet,
more open source texts are accessible
for such analyses. This is crucial in that
it allows researchers to address a major
gap in the literature: that despite calls for
expanding the study of political leaders
beyond Western countries, the bulk of
the current literature remains rather
focused on Western leaders.13 While
there are many documents (interviews,
speeches, etc.) available for studies of
non-Western political leadership, this
call has been only partially met.14

Leadership Traits Analysis
According to Young and Schafer,
Leadership Traits Analysis is one of the
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most significant research programmes
about leaders’ cognition.15 As a method
of political leadership assessment,
Leadership Traits Analysis (LTA) has led
to multiple, fruitful lines of research and
has been applied to many leaders around
the world.16 This technique claims that
leaders’ choices of certain words reflect
their personalities. As the pioneer of this
method Margaret Hermann explains, “[i]
n effect, the trait analysis is quantitative
in nature and employs frequency
counts. At issue is what percentage of
the time in responding to interviewers’
questions when leaders could exhibit
particular words and phrases are they,
indeed, used.”17 Each trait is calculated
according to a coding scheme developed
by Hermann, and the scores for each
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range from zero to one. As such, LTA
involves a careful content analysis of
leaders’ discourse and its quantification
into seven traits. These are (1) the belief
that one can influence or control what
happens, (2) the need for power and
influence, (3) conceptual complexity
(the ability to differentiate things and
people in one’s environment), (4) selfconfidence, (5) the tendency to focus
on problem solving and accomplishing
something versus maintenance of the
group and dealing with others’ ideas
and sensitivities, (6) general distrust or
suspiciousness of others, and (7) the
intensity with which a person holds
an in-group bias (see Table 1 for a
summary).
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Table 1: Leadership Traits Analysis: Trait Conceptualisation and Coding Scheme
Trait

Description

Coding

Belief in Ability to Control
Events

Perception of the world as
an environment leader can
influence. Leader’s own state is
perceived as an influential actor
in the international system.

Percentage of verbs used that
reflect action or planning for
action of the leader or relevant
group.

Conceptual Complexity

Capability of discerning different
dimensions of the environment
when describing actors, places,
ideas, and situations.

Percentage of words related
to high complexity (i.e.,
‘‘approximately,’’ ‘‘possibility,’’
‘‘trend’’) vs. low complexity
(i.e., ‘‘absolutely,’’ ‘‘certainly,’’
‘‘irreversible’’).

Distrust of Others

Doubt about and wariness of
others.

Percentage of nouns that
indicate misgivings or suspicions
that others intend harm toward
speaker or speaker’s group.

In–Group Bias

Perception of one’s group
as holding a central role,
accompanied with strong
feelings of national identity and
honour.

Percentage of references to the
group that are favourable (i.e.,
‘‘successful,’’ ‘‘prosperous,’’
‘‘great’’), show strength (i.e.,
‘‘powerful,’’ ‘‘capable’’) or a
need to maintain group identity
(i.e., ‘‘decide our own policies,’’
‘‘defend our borders’’).

Need for Power

A concern with gaining, keeping
and restoring power over others.

Percentage of verbs that reflect
actions of attack, advise,
influence the behaviour of
others, concern with reputation.

Self-Confidence

Personal image of self–
importance in terms of
the ability to deal with the
environment.

Percentage of personal pronouns
used such as ‘‘my,’’ ‘‘myself,’’
‘‘I,’’ ‘‘me,’’ and ‘‘mine,’’ which
show speaker perceives self as
the instigator of an activity, an
authority figure, or a recipient of
a positive reward.

Task Focus

Relative focus on problem
solving versus maintenance of
relationship to others. Higher
score indicates greater problem
solving focus.

Percentage of words related
to instrumental activities (i.e.,
‘‘accomplishment,’’ ‘‘plan,’’
‘‘proposal’’) versus concern for
other’s feelings and desires (i.e.,
‘‘collaboration,’’ ‘‘amnesty,’’
‘‘appreciation’’).
Source: Stephen Dyson, “Personality and Foreign Policy: Tony Blair’s Iraq Decisions”, Foreign Policy
Analysis, Vol. 2, No. 3 (July 2006), p. 292.
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A leader’s profile is assessed via a
comparison of his or her traits’ scores
to those of a meaningful group of other
leaders- that is, the norming group. When
a leader’s scores are a standard deviation
below the norming group’s mean, then
he or she profiles low in that trait.
Accordingly, when a score is one standard
deviation above the norming group’s,
then the leader has a high score for the
trait in question. When a leader’s score is
close to the norming group’s mean, the
leader is moderate in that particular trait.
A leader’s ranking in comparison to this
group (high or low) then suggests how
he or she will react to constraints, are
motivated towards the world, and their
openness to information, etc. These, in
turn, inform a leader’s leadership style.
For instance, leaders have different

styles of decision-making because they
“relate to those around them- whether
constituents, advisers, or other leadersand how they structure interactions
and the norms, rules, and principles
they use to guide such interactions” in
different manners.18 Table 2 illustrates an
example: how a leader ranks according to
his or her scores in Belief in Ability to
Control Events and Need for Power help
determine the leader’s responsiveness
to constraints. Openness to contextual
information is determined according to
a leader’s Conceptual Complexity and
Self-Confidence scores; In-Group Bias
and Distrust of Others together indicate
motivation toward world; and finally,
the Task Focus trait signals a leader’s
motivation for seeking office.

Table 2: Leader’s Reaction to Constraints
Need for power

Belief in One’s Own Ability to Control Events
Low

High

Low

Respect constraints; work within such Challenge constraints but less successful
parameters toward goals; compromise in doing so because too direct and open
and consensus building important.
in use of power; less able to read how to
manipulate people and setting behind the
scenes to have desired influence.

High

Challenge constraints but more
comfortable doing so in an indirect
fashion-behind the scenes; good at being
“power behind the throne” where they
can pull strings but are less accountable
for result.

Challenge constraints; are skilful in
both direct and indirect influence; know
what they want and take charge to see
that it happens.

Source: Margaret G. Hermann, “Assessing Leadership Style: Trait Analysis”, in Jerrold M. Post (ed.), The
Psychological Assessment of Political Leaders: With Profiles of Saddam Hussein and Bill Clinton, Ann Arbor,
University of Michigan Press, 2003, pp.188.
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In addition to Hermann’s research,
recently Stephen Dyson has significantly
contributed to leadership traits analysis.
For instance, Dyson compared Tony
Blair’s traits scores (the prime minister of
the UK from 1997–2007) with all the
other British prime ministers since 1945.
According to Dyson’s analysis, Tony Blair
has a high Belief in Ability to Control
Events, a low Conceptual Complexity,
and a high Need for Power compared
to the other 12 British prime ministers
in the post-1945 era.19 First, Blair’s
significantly higher Belief in Ability to
Control Events score suggests that Blair
strongly believes in his ability to control
events in the political environment, and
that he perceives Britain as an influential
actor in world politics. Second, a low
Conceptual Complexity score signals
a worldview of binary categories such
as good vs. evil and us vs. them. Blair’s
Conceptual Complexity score, which
is one standard deviation below other
British prime ministers, indicates that
he would have a decisive decisionmaking style where other significant
factors outside his black-and-white
view are not evaluated properly or may
go unnoticed. Lastly, Dyson shows that
Blair is high in the Need for Power trait
and hence would be actively involved in
policy formulation and would work with
small groups of hand-picked individuals.
In addition, a combined high Belief
in Ability to Control Events and high
Need for Power score suggests that Blair

would likely challenge constraints in the
international system. This leadership
traits analysis of Blair shows how his
preferences and behaviour dictated
Britain’s choice in Iraq. As the Iraq
war unfolded, Blair “demonstrated a
proactive policy orientation, internal
locus of control in terms of shaping
events, a binary information processing
and framing style, and a preference to
work through tightly held processes in
policy making.”20 In his later work, Dyson
explores the leadership in the United
States administration- specifically, the
leadership of the former Secretary of
Defence Donald Rumsfeld.21

Scholars of Turkish politics and
foreign policy have rarely chosen
to study leaders’ personalities
and trace their potential effects
on foreign (as well as domestic)
policy.
Further recent work in LTA has shed
light on the decision-making during
the Iraq war. For instance, Shannon
and Keller show that, against some
constructivist and realist propositions
about how international norms were
violated due to global social pressures or
self-interest and the anarchic nature of
world politics, leaders’ beliefs and their
decision-making styles have significant
impacts on why and how leaders may
defy international norms.22 Shannon
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and Keller look at leadership traits of
the members of the George W. Bush
administration and their positions
regarding the 2003 Iraq war.23 Bringing
insights from political leadership
literature, Shannon and Keller’s analysis
shows that particular leadership traits
(such as high Belief in Ability to Control
Events, Need for Power, Distrust of
Others, and In-Group Bias) can predict
a leader’s propensity to respect or
challenge international norms. These
studies illustrate the significance of LTA
as a method to explain foreign policy
behaviour and link this behaviour with
the personalities of decision-makers.
LTA has been criticised for its inability
to capture the leader’s personality
and for providing rather a snapshot
at a certain moment.24 Hermann, in
response, makes it clear that personality
can be contextually dependent and
this can be determined by studying
diverse material.25 Notwithstanding
such criticisms, it is widely accepted
that many leader profiles that were
assessed using the LTA technique have
corresponded with the image of those
leaders in the eyes of other leaders,
advisers, and journalists.26 These studies
show that a leader’s general profile can be
assessed with a certain word count and
a variety of issues covered from different
times. Nonetheless, other studies, and
particularly Mahdasian, also discuss how
the LTA scores would become less stable
when they are calculated over smaller
36

time frames or across different issues.27
Finally, as mentioned earlier, a challenge
still ahead of the LTA is to expand this
method of analysis in profiling leaders
in other countries and testing to what
extent it is valid cross cultures as much
of the published work in LTA remains
within the Western context.28

Turkey’s Foreign Policy and
Prime Ministers
Political leaders of Turkey have always
controlled significant political power
since Atatürk, the founder of modern
day Turkey.29 In fact, Turkish politics
has always been “a stage for leader–based
politics.”30 Specifically, prime ministers
have been important actors in Turkish
foreign policy making.31 For example,
during his one-year in office then Prime
Minister Necmettin Erbakan attempted
to put an interesting (and widely
controversial) twist to Turkish foreign
policy as he had explored new alternatives
for Turkey in the Muslim world.
Erbakan’s foreign policy adventures very
much reflected his view of the world and
his personality.
Despite such examples as Erbakan,
scholars of Turkish politics and foreign
policy have rarely chosen to study
leaders’ personalities and trace their
potential effects on foreign (as well as
domestic) policy. Until recently, there
were only two exceptions to this trend.
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minister works. Historically speaking,
The first, published in 2002, is the Heper
and Sayarı volume, a very informative
Turkish foreign policy making has
collection of essays on Turkish leaders
included other actors along with the
and their contributions (or lack thereof )
prime minister: the civilian Ministry of
to Turkey’s democratisation.32 Although
Foreign Affairs bureaucracy, the Turkish
it has rather limited engagement
military, the president, as well as the
with foreign policy issues, this book
parliament.36 Çiller’s role in the foreign
provides valuable information about
policy-making establishment as the chief
leader personalities as each chapter
executive was arguably constrained by
has a section on their personalities. A
these institutional and historical factors
second edited book, by Ali Faik Demir,
in Turkey.37 For instance, Çiller was the
focuses exclusively on foreign policy and
head of a coalition cabinet and hence
leadership, and it is (most likely) the
dealt with coalition-based decisiononly such study in Turkish foreign policy
making processes.38 In addition, one
33
literature. However,
would anticipate that
In
order
to
understand
any
as of late 2011, there
Çiller was also limited
has been no research prime minister’s role in Turkish by
international
that has covered all foreign policy making, it is constraints such as
the major political necessary first to assess the Turkey’s dependence
actors (e.g. prime bureaucratic organisation and on the United States
ministers in the
cultural practices in which the in economic and
past two decades) in
security matters as
prime minister works.
Turkey and assessed
well. On the other
their
personalities
hand, one would
in a systematic manner. Recently, there
expect Çiller to be actively involved in
has been a new interest developed in
foreign policy matters given her personal
leadership and Turkish foreign policy.34
background and also previous experience
In addition, on a broader scale than a
in government.
specific interest in personality, some
research now looks at the role of
Tansu Çiller
psychological factors in Turkish foreign
policy making.35
Tansu Çiller, the daughter of a
In order to understand any prime
minister’s role in Turkish foreign policy
making, it is necessary first to assess
the bureaucratic organisation and
cultural practices in which the prime

bureaucrat, was born and raised in
Istanbul. Çiller studied at Englishlanguage schools from her early school
years and after, earning a degree in
economics from Robert College (present
37
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day Bosphorus University). Çiller
then completed her doctoral studies at
the University of Connecticut in the
United States where she and husband
Özer Çiller lived for a number of years.
The Çillers returned to Turkey in 1974
and Tansu Çiller taught at Bosphorus
University’s Department of Economics
until she became actively involved in
politics. Çiller was a technocrat and
served as minister of state responsible
for the economy from 1991 to 1993.
Upon Demirel’s election to the
presidency, Çiller assumed the post of
party chairperson in the True Path Party
(centre-right) in June 1993. Shortly after,
she became the prime minister when
her own party and Social Democratic
People’s Party (centre-left) agreed to keep
the coalition government in office.

One would expect Çiller to
be actively involved in foreign
policy matters given her personal
background and also previous
experience in government.
Çiller stayed in government with
brief interruptions as other coalition
cabinets alternated in power and served
as deputy prime minister and minister
of foreign affairs during the 1990s- more
specifically, in the Erbakan government.
Çiller’s reputation gradually eroded due
to various scandals and electoral defeats,
38

and she finally retired from politics
after the November 2002 elections.
Çiller’s tenure in politics lasted a little
longer than a decade; nevertheless, as
Turkey’s first female party chairperson
and prime minister, Çiller made her
mark on Turkey’s political history and its
foreign policy in the 1990s. Scholars of
Turkey have yet to assess Tansu Çiller39
despite her importance in Turkey’s recent
political history.

Data and Method
This paper takes public domain texts
as its data: as such, transcripts of all
interviews with Çiller and any other
spontaneous statements Çiller made are
included in the analysis that follows.
Only the words directly spoken by the
leader, Tansu Çiller, are analysed here;
that is, no comments paraphrased by
others are included. Furthermore, only
the content relevant to foreign policy
issues is selected. Çiller’s words are drawn
from LexisNexis Academic, Factiva,
and the Foreign Broadcast Information
Service (FBIS), and the Internet when
transcripts were readily available on the
Internet. The data include translations
(from Turkish utterances into English)
as well as Çiller’s own words originally
uttered in English. From July 1993 to
February 1996, the analysis here uses
27,402 words of Tansu Çiller, pertaining
only to foreign policy.40 The data span
the entire period Çiller was in office as
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Turkey’s prime minister. Hence, these
interviews discuss various issues at
various different times during her tenure
in government and as such represent
Çiller’s general foreign policy approach.
ProfilerPlus (Version 5.8.4, Social
Science Automation) was used to analyse
these texts, and to assess leadership traits
scores for Çiller. Analysing text with
this program guarantees uniformity in
the treatment of text; the words are the
data.41

Çiller’s Leadership Traits and
Foreign Policy
Cizre claims that Çiller’s own
description
of
her
personality
characteristics emphasised “such manlike attributes as courage, endurance,
determination,
and
militarism.”42
Arguably, with such an image, one
can claim that Çiller did not greatly
challenge customs in gender relations in
Turkish society. On the contrary, as Cizre
notes, Çiller never hesitated to use her
gender to gain political advantage. For
instance, Çiller’s self-made titles were
Ana (Mother) and Bacı (Sister), the most
traditional images of woman in Turkey.43
Çiller’s “stylish Chanel suits” often were
matched with a light veil she could wear
when necessary in conservative settings.44
Çiller’s record in office suggests that
she was “motivated for power, egoistical
interests, aggression, clientialism, and

political intrigues.”45 In addition, Çiller
developed a “reputation for being
confrontational and difficult to work
with.”46 For instance, Mehmet Dülger,
then a prominent member of Çiller’s
True Path Party, told the Chicago Tribune
that Çiller had always had a problem
of selecting the right team and getting
along with team members.47 According
to her former press secretary, Çiller
“doesn’t handle people very well. She is
not friendly or open. It’s the result of
both inexperience and insensitivity.”48
Quoting Çiller’s aides and colleagues,
Cizre portrays Çiller as an authoritarian
leader, who lacked self-confidence and
was not a good team player.49 While
these are broad observations about
Çiller’s personality, here the analyses
specifically focus on Prime Minister
Çiller’s leadership traits in foreign policy
and their repercussions on Turkish
foreign policy.
Along with Turkish prime ministers’
average scores, Table 3 displays Çiller’s
scores in all seven LTA traits. According
to these results, Çiller has a close to
average score in her Belief to Control
Events and does not differ much from
the rest of Turkish prime ministers
in the post-Cold war era. In terms of
Conceptual Complexity, Çiller is lower
than the average Turkish leader. This
suggests that Çiller was more likely
than other Turkish leaders to interpret
objects, ideas, events, or things in simple
dichotomous good-bad, black-white,
39
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either-or terms. Accordingly, Çiller
would have had “difficulty in perceiving
ambiguity in the environment” and
would have responded “rather inflexibly
to stimuli.”50 Çiller has an almost average
Need for Power; Prime Minister Çiller
did not have significantly more (or less)
concern for establishing, maintaining,
or restoring power, control or influence
over other persons or groups. Likewise,
Çiller does not deviate much from an
average Turkish prime minister with
respect to her motivations in seeking
office; according to the leadership traits
technique, she would be expected to
have either a task (solving problems) or
a relationship focus depending on the
context. In these four traits, Çiller does
not seem to differ from the norming
group, that is Turkey’s prime ministers
in the post-Cold war era. However, in
three traits Çiller deviates significantly
from the average scores of Turkish prime
ministers. Now, the discussion shifts to
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Çiller’s unique leadership style and its
impacts on Turkey’s foreign policy under
her authority.
To start with, Çiller has the lowest
self-confidence score among all of
Turkey’s prime ministers in the postCold War era. Despite some claims to
the contrary,51 Cizre’s account of Çiller’s
self-confidence is confirmed in Çiller’s
leadership traits analysis. Arguably, in an
example from domestic politics, her low
self-confidence was the primary reason
for Çiller’s giving in to the military
during her tenure as prime minister.
Prime Minister Çiller “lavishly praise[d]”
the military and never challenged its
role in politics; in fact, she was most
comfortable delegating the PKK issue to
the Turkish military.52 In foreign affairs,
Çiller’s low self-confidence may have
been overshadowed by her other traits,
namely distrust of others and in-group
bias where Çiller displays high scores.
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Table 3: Çiller’s LTA Profile*
Çiller’s average profile

Average profile of Turkey’s prime
ministers since 1991

Belief in Ability to Control
Events

.348

Mean = .351
Low < .319
High > .383

Conceptual Complexity

.538

Mean = .564
Low < .527
High > .601

Distrust of Others

.143

Mean = .138
Low < .097
High > .179

In–Group Bias

.170

Mean = .142
Low < .114
High > .170

Need for Power

.278

Mean = .287
Low < .243
High > .331

Self-Confidence

.305

Mean = .400
Low < .320
High > .480

Task Focus

.610

Mean = .637
Low < .572
High > .702

Source: Barış Kesgin, Political Leadership and Foreign Policy in Post-Cold War Israel and Turkey, unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 2011.
The average Turkish prime minister profile includes scores for Süleyman Demirel, Tansu Çiller, Mesut
Yılmaz, Necmettin Erbakan, Bülent Ecevit, Abdullah Gül, and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan (in chronological
order) from November 1991 to 31 December 2009.
*

According to the results shown in
Table 3, Çiller has lower than average
scores in all but Distrust of Others53 and
In-Group Bias traits. In the rankings
of these both traits in the norming
group, Tansu Çiller is second only to

Necmettin Erbakan. This is indeed very
telling of Çiller’s foreign policy. For
Çiller, Turkey’s location forced it to be
prudent and cautious of others: “We of
course, as a nation in this part of the
world, are watching what the neighbours
41
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are doing. We watched that in Iraq, we
watched that in Europe, we watched that
elsewhere and there is no reason why we
should not be concerned as to what is
happening on our borders and in our
neighbourhood.”54 Then, according to
Çiller, Turkey was the central state in the
world and its culture and status were of
the utmost significance:
We are very proud of our democratic heritage.
We have all the institutions of democracy,
the parliament, the free press, all the other
institutions. And we are proud of what we
have set forth as an example for the other 52
Muslim countries, and it’s a model, either the
Iranian model or the Turkish model, we have
two models now. Turkey is the only stable
country in the Middle East which has access
to 200 million Turkish-speaking people that
have disintegrated from the former Soviet
Union- the Azerbaijanis, Kazakhstan, and
Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan. We are the
country, as you know, with the support of
the United States administration who will
be providing the energy needs of Europe via
the pipeline, petroleum pipeline and natural
gas pipeline of Azerbaijan, of Turkmenistan,
of Kazakhstan, passing through Turkey to
Jehan [sic] to the Mediterranean to Europe.
It is not a country that can be neglected with
the water reserves.55

Çiller’s discourse and policy
preferences reflected her desire
for a strong move- which was
only reconciled with other
participants’ calm in the
decision-making processes.
According to the Leadership Traits
Analysis, it is predicted that leaders
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with high scores in both Distrust of
Others and In-group Bias will focus
on eliminating potential threats and
problems. These leaders perceive the
world to be centred around adversaries,
and they intend to spread their power.
Moreover, such leaders are expected to
take risks, because they think it is a moral
imperative to challenge those adversaries.
As her leadership traits profile suggests,
Çiller’s “militarism” may very well be an
outcome of her high Distrust of Others
and In-group Bias scores.56 One can
trace the impact of these two traits in the
examples of Kardak crisis with Greece
and Çiller’s approach to the fight against
the PKK.
First, during the Kardak crisis in
late 1995, Çiller’s discourse and policy
preferences reflected her desire for a
strong move- which was only reconciled
with other participants’ calm in the
decision-making processes. In reaction to
the news that there was a Greek flag on the
Kardak islets and that Greek soldiers had
“occupied” them, Çiller quickly declared
that “that flag will come down, those
soldiers will go back to Greece.” This
reflected Çiller’s discourse as observed
by others: “[Çiller] liked pounding her
hand on the table when talking. She used
a language of force: we act; we break; we
demolish.”57 During the Kardak crisis
Çiller said “This is our legacy: We do not
give away territory. We do not concede
even an inch of territory or a pebble. We
can sacrifice lives, but not pebbles...”58 In
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fact, as Turkish policymakers formulated
their response to these events, Çiller is
said to have suggested even tougher
policies than those of the Turkish
military. Had Turkey preferred the
military action as proposed by Çiller, it
was quite likely that Greece and Turkey
would have been at war. Two weeks after
the Mediterranean calmed down, Çiller
signalled that Turkey’s response would
be firm should Greece retaliate again
and that the Turkish position was simply
indisputable:
If they bring soldiers to Kardak and hoist a
flag once again, the same thing will happen.
We are saying: Do not create a de facto
situation by opening up the place for settlement.
We will not allow this. We would regard this as
a genuine provocation and a cause for war. […]
In our view, all these issues are very clear. If
we are being told: There are things that you
are not aware of and this is why we claim that
we have rights, then they should come and
show us the relevant documents. […] We are
aware of what was given to Greece through
agreements. There is no question about those
areas59 [emphasis added].

Likewise, another issue where one can
observe Çiller’s hawkish policies was
the fight against the PKK during her
tenure as prime minister. Responding to
questions about a Turkish cross-border
operation against the PKK in northern
Iraq, Ciller said that “the terrorists have
settled down there and to attack back to
my country to kill the innocent people.
So we had to do something about it to
stop it. We will withdraw in the shortest
possible time, and we are- we have

already started doing that. But I have to
specify that if that kind of thing happens
again, we will have to do the same thing
again.”60 Similar to the Kardak example,
it is reported that Çiller once proposed
to attack possible PKK targets in Iran.
This was, however, overruled by then
President Demirel.61 Such examples are
abound: earlier in her tenure, reacting
to the tension in the Caucasus Çiller did
not hesitate to declare, “If one inch of
Nakhichevan soil is touched and there is
any attempt to change its status then I
will call on parliament to authorize war
and to send in troops. We are currently
reviewing all the possibilities. The
Turkish army is drawing up preliminary
plans for every scenario, and it is waiting
the government›s decision.”62

In essence, Çiller was responsive
to and attentive of the
international constraints Turkey
faced at the time and could not
risk Turkey’s relations with the
United States.
Çiller, according to her LTA profile,
respects constraints and is not likely to
challenge them. Then, Çiller is open
to contextual information, since her
Conceptual Complexity score is higher
than her Self–Confidence score. When
compared to the average score of a
Turkish prime minister, Çiller’s low
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Conceptual Complexity was evident in
her electoral speeches: occasionally Çiller
said that “we [True Path Party] either
win or win.”63 Finally, Çiller’s Task Focus
score is below the mean but is higher
than the low mark. Overall, Çiller has
a collegial leadership style. According
to Hermann, collegial leaders “focus
their attention on reconciling differences
and building consensus and on gaining
prestige thorough empowering others
and sharing accountability.”64 This,
however, does not fit well with Çiller’s
image as has been accounted so far.
The LTA can offer an explanation: the
interpretation of Çiller’s Task Focus score
would make a difference. Compared to
the world leader average score, all Turkish
prime ministers have a rather higher
score in Task Focus.65 If Çiller too were
considered to have a higher score relative
to an average world leader, then she
would be problem focused rather than
relationship focused. Given this LTA
assessment, Çiller would be expected to
have an opportunistic leadership style.
This in fact appears to explain Çiller’s
leadership: opportunistic leaders “focus
on assessing what is possible in light
of one’s goals and considering what
important constituencies will allow.”
In essence, Çiller was responsive to and
attentive of the international constraints
Turkey faced at the time and could not
risk Turkey’s relations with the United
States.
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Conclusion
“Who leads matters.”66 In addition to
domestic and international constraints,
decision-making processes are bound
by leaders’ constraints. Psychological
approaches to international relations
offer scholars the tools to delineate
the individual (as well as group)
level limitations on decision-making.
Building on current research in political
leadership studies, this study shows that
at-a-distance assessments of political
leaders provide the means to conduct
research on world leaders in a systematic
manner. Furthermore, their conclusions
go well beyond subjective appraisals of
political leaders.
Since this area of research is a relatively
young scholarly vocation and remains
heavily oriented towards Western
leaders, there are plenty of opportunities
in exploring non-Western leaders. The
study of Turkish leaders and of its foreign
policy with an emphasis on leadership
can benefit from and contribute to this
literature. The leadership traits profile of
Tansu Çiller here illustrates the utility of
a systematic assessment of personality in
understanding Turkish foreign policy.
The arguments put forward in this
paper and its findings advance our
understanding of Turkish foreign policy.
First, this paper shows that personalityoriented studies can significantly
contribute to the study of Turkish
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foreign policy. Çiller as Turkey’s prime
minister shaped its foreign policy in
tumultuous times, and her personality
clearly emerged throughout her tenurefor instance, as discussed here, during
the Kardak crisis. Çiller’s reactions and
policy at the time can be interpreted
through her leadership traits and style.
Compared to all the prime ministers
of Turkey since 1991, Çiller exhibited
three distinct traits as a leader: low
self-confidence, high distrust of others,
and high in-group bias. This paper has
argued that Çiller’s low self-confidence
(the lowest self-confidence among all
of Turkey’s prime ministers in the postCold War era) might have had its roots
in the domestic political environment
(the influence of the military and the
economic and political instability of
the 1990s). In foreign affairs, more
specifically, Çiller’s high distrust of other
and high in-group bias (both the second
highest among the Turkish leadership)
significantly impacted her choices and
actions. As it was discussed with multiple
other examples along with the cases of the
fight against PKK and the Kardak crisis,
these traits primarily led Ciller to take
an approach that focused on eliminating
potential threats and problems.
Inarguably, there is much to explore

in Çiller’s tenure as prime minister;
this study is an initial attempt. Çiller’s
management of Turkey’s relations with
the European Union (more specifically,
the decision-making processes that led
to the signing of the Customs Union
agreement) would be the best case study
to look further into Çiller’s leadership
and decision-making.67
Second, this paper contributes to
the study of Turkish foreign policy by
introducing a well-established method
of assessing political leadership. Using
such methods (operational code analysis,
image theory, etc.), scholars of Turkish
foreign affairs as well as policymakers
can reach methodologically sound and
theoretically informed understanding
of factors influential to Turkey’s
foreign policy. Moreover, this paper
contributes to the broader literature
on the methodology that it employs:
Çiller’s leadership traits correspond well
with her foreign policy preferences and
behaviour. As such, in addition to some
extant literature, this paper illustrates
that the Leadership Traits Analysis as
a method is applicable to non-Western
leadership. In this study, this literature
expands to a new territory in Turkey.
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